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Preconditioner Construction with Rational Approximation •
MoMu' John R. Rice t
AbRtract
This paper deals with the domain decomposition-based preconditioned conjugate
gradient method. The Schur complement is expressed as a function of & simple interface
matrix. This function is approximated by a simple rational function to generate a simple
matrix that is then used 8.8 & preconditioner for the Schur complement. Extensive
experiments are performed to examine the effectiveness and efficiency of this approach.
1 Introduction
A new approach of constructing preconditioners for the domain decomposition-based
preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method through a function approximation Wa.8
recently proposed in [1] and further extended in [2] based on the following theory of the
Schur complement expression.
PROPOSITION 1.1. /2} Let a rectangular domain!1 be decomposed into two subdomains
ill and !12 by a horizontal interface r; a separnble and self-adjoint second order elliptic
Dirichlet boundary value problem be discretized by the 5-point-star stencil on a tensor
rod °d D ! T - a-'/'A e-'!' T'(!) - la' Ai ° 1 2 h • 0P uet gn. eno e z = Oz Z %, ' Y = 0v + v' I = " w ere J'13: IS
the discrete operutor in the x direction, A~ is the discrete operutor in the y direction in fli;
8:z: == diag (h;+~;+l) with {h~} being the spacings in the x direction, and similarly for at




(2) I(!) ; (9~1+ a~) - t. c~::r
and l~;m; is the last diagonal element of the Cholesky factor of T;(t) with mi being the
number of horizontal grid lines in fli; the triple ({3~O, t9~ +a~, P;O) is similar to rows in
T~(t) but corresponding to the interface.
Our preconditioner construction approach is to seek an approximation ret) to f(t), such
that, with q(l) " I(I)/T(I), (a) R" T(T.) is e..Uy invertihle; (h) =1:1::1/ ~ 1, or {q(I,)}
are clustered, where {til = O'(T:z:) is the spectrum of T:I:' Then M == 8~/2R8;/2 is a good
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preconditioner for S for the peG method. Thus, the preconditioning problem is reduced
to a. function approximation.
A rational function is a natural and successful choice for ret). An intuitive strategy is
suggested in [1] to construct ret) by utilizing the special properties of f(t) and (2] describes
a more general way using weighted rational Chebyshev approximation. Concrete examples
in [2] illustrate the effectiveness of this new preconditioning approach. We only report on
selected results from this extensive experimental study.
2 The Behavior of f( t)
It is easy to see that f(t) is independent of the information in the x directionj but it
may depend on the y direction information, such as the location of the interface, the grid
nonuniformity, coefficients of the elliptic operator, and so on. It is shown in [2} that J(t)
can be expressed as a rational function in terms of certain orthogonal polynomials. For a
Laplace operator and a uniform y direction grid, these polynomials further reduce to the
Chebyshev polynomials. In this case, the major concern is the effect of the location of r.
As shown in (I], the behavior of f(t) is then almost identical when moving r up and down,
the effect is only seen near the minimum eigenvalue .\l7Iin(T:z:). Thus f(t) is insensitive to
the location of r. However, the behavior of f(t) does vary for more complicated cases. To
illustrate it, we use a 61 X 33 grid which is nonuniform in both x and y directions. The
spacings in each direction are of an exponential distribution to account for an exponential
type of singularities in the PDE solution so that the grid lines are very clustered near the
x and y axes. See Figure 3.1 in (2] for more details. We denote ill as the subdomain below
r.
We consider the dependence of f(t) on the location of r for this nonuniform grid and
the Laplacian. Fig. 1 shows curves of f( t) for various 10catioDs of r. The left figure shows
the entire plot when t varies in the spectrum of T:z: and the right figure is an enlarged view
of the lower left part. The closer r is to the region where grid lines are more clustered, the
more the right end of J(t) bends towards, and the left end goes away from, the t axisj and
two top curves almost coincide. We conclude that remote parts of the domain have weak


























FlO. 1. Curve& of /(t) for tlanou& pair& of (mi. m'J): the left figure i& an overview when t
tlane" in the spectrum ofT.:; the nght figure is an enla'"ged view of the lower left part
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FIG. 2. Curves of f(t) for various coefficients b(y) and dry): the left figure is an overView
when t vnnes in the spectrum ofTz;; the right figure is an enlarged view of tile lower left part_
The second example uses fixed parameters In, = 7It2 = 15. The y direction operator Ly
is extended to -8{8y(b(y)8{8y)+ d(y). Fig. 2 shows curves of f(t) for various coefficients
b(y) and d(y). These coefficient functions vary from a constant, to a polynomial, and to
an exponential. Ove.raU, all curves almost coincide as the coefficients change. The effect is
only seen near >'mill(Tr ) when the lower left part of the plot is enlarged.
In both examples we see that I(t) has a two-par·t property as ouserved in [1] [2]. That
is, l(t) looks mostly like a linear fundion (the €a.~y part), and at the left end region of
cr(Tr ) the few smallest eigenvalues make I(t) behave like t 1/ 2 (the har-d par·t). A two·pha.'l€
approximation strategy is used [I] [2J with
(:J) r(t) = rt(tjr,(t),
where Tt(t) and T2(t) approximate the hard and ea.qy parts, respectively.
3 The Computation of r( t)
As ill (I] [2] we. choose. TI(t) and T-l(t) as first-degree rational functions determined by
three. interpolating points; The preconditioning computation then uses two matrix-vector
umltipli('s and two solves with tridiaF;onallllatric.es bec.ause Tr is tridiagonal. It is natural
La compute 7'I(l) lJy interpolating the first three smallest eigenvalues of To::. Similarly, we
lise the minimum and the two largest eiF;envalues of T::: for computing T2(t) since f(t){Tt(t)
is almost linear for t E cr(Tr ). The spectrulll u(Tr ), over which f(t) is approximated,
depe.nds Oil the x direr.tion information. Duly rough estimates are required for picking these
interpolating points and it is very easy to compute the eigenvalues of T;, a pe.rturuation
ofTr with the x direr.tion grid uniform and the operator coefficients constant with averaF;e
values. In general, the small eigenvalues ofT; are fairly good estimates for those ofTr , but
the large ones may differ si/!;nificantly. For the case of the Laplacian operator, a uniform
y direction grid, and moderately nonuniform x direction grids, this works fine by using aU
interpola.ting points c.olllputed from T; [1]; for some extremely nonuniform x direction I!;rids,
it is necessary to change Am....r(T;) to a hetter estimate of Am...."'(Tr ), which is easily done..
With this remedy, this strategy usually also works very well for general cases. However,
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TABLE: I
Convergence perfonnanee of lhe precollditioner lJsing lhe ralional approximalion for the Ht) ill
Fig. 1, n. is lhe condition lllJ7IIbcr of the preconditioned system, k is the nlJlJlber of ilerations.
f(t) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
K 1.111 !.l06 1.1 11 1.:l37 1.591 1.767 1.895 1.984
k 4 4 4 6 7 7 8 12
TABLE: 2
Convergence performance of the preconditioner Ilsing the rational approximation for the Ht) ill
Fig. :!, n. is the condition number of the preconditioned system, k is the number of iteratIons.
f(t) 1 2 :) 4 5 6 7
"
!.l06 1.125 1.1 :36 1.1:):) 1.083 1.075 1.072
k 4 6 7 7 6 4 :]
there are cases where the interface r is too close to the clustered grid lines, or the operator
c.oefficients vary too much (such as b(y) = e(3+Y~)~, d(y) = e1+1I ), so that the second larj:!;est
eigenvalue of (T;) is still within the haro part. In these cases, one adjusts the second
largest interpolating point to, say, c times the largest interpolatinj:!; point, where c is a
factor such as 0.5. We adopt this rational approximation (with the two remedies) in the
previolls two examples. The numerical results of this approximation are listed in Tables 1
and 2 for the two cases of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively, where n. := IU&X: q :~ gov('.rns
. \lUll, q, .
the convergence rate of the pea method and k is the corresponding rlUmber of Iterations
to ac.hieve -accuracy of 10-5 (single precision 32 bits is used in th~ computation). The
c.lITves of I(t) are indexed corresponding to their data sets (or see the legends) in the
figures. These results show that our approach is very effective and also fairly stable. We
do see in Table 1 that the approximation becomes poorer whe.n the interface r moves
towards the clustered grid lines, so one might further adjust the interpolating points to get
a better approximation. Table 2 sllggests that the more dominant the second order term
(the coefficient b(y)) is , the better the approximation is. We also note for case 7 in Table 2
that if the second largest interpolating point is simply computed using T; 1 then K, b('.comes
114.19 and the approximation is totally out of the range. Finally, for comparison [1], the
standard CC: method and other well known preconditioners , such as the ](1/2 - family,
all fail to converge in 100 iterations for these difficult examples.
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